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Introduction

A caravan so light and compact, 
you now have the perfect excuse 
to escape.

The Venus range for 2014 sets 
an exciting benchmark in ultra-
lightweight touring.  The sleek 
modern exterior and comfortable 
practical interior seamlessly 
connect to create a caravan that 
has an exciting sense of adventure.
 
Developed to have an ultra-
lightweight and compact design, 
the award winning Venus caravan 
can be towed by a wide variety of 
vehicles. It is also effortless to tow, 
manoeuvre and store. 

Inside each model you will find 
design that offers the best possible 
use of space. Comfort has been 
cleverly combined with flexible 
storage options to provide a 
fantastic open plan feel.
 
Simply choose between the 
3 single axle models, ranging from 
2 to 4 berth and with MTPLM 
starting from only 995kg.

MTPLM 
STARTINg 
fROM 
ONLy 
995kg
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Interior Features

New Nassau soft furnishings  
Modern oak coloured furniture 
Aluminium framed lift-up front seating 
Fully sprung upholstery and fixed bed mattress 
Aluminium framed fixed beds 
New Truma combi 4kw boiler 
Venus Thyme hard wearing carpet runner 
Thetford duplex combination oven/grill 
Thetford 3 burner gas hob 
Dometic fridge with full width freezer 
Thetford sink with removable drainer and cover 
High impact work surfaces 
Deep storage cupboards 
TV main outputs 
4x reading lights to lounge area 
Midi and mini heki roof lights throughout 
Thetford electronic C-250 cassette toilet 
Large domestic style shower 
Mirrored vanity unit 
Carbon monoxide alarm 
Cassette blind and flyscreens to all windows 
Unique hidden identity tag 
CRIS identity etched onto windows 

One piece aluminium sides 
New BPW Swing V-tec chassis 
Extra large gas locker  
Large universal gas bottle storage 
LED awning light 
Mudflaps 
Powder coated awning rails 
Status 530 tv aerial 
Side marker lighting  
13 Pin connection cable 
Step on hitch feature for cleaning high areas 
Grade three classification for thermal insulation 
and heating 
External battery locker 

Alloy wheels  
New Winterhoff BPW stabiliser 
New alarm 
Steel spare wheel and carrier  
Door flyscreen 
Radio/cd/mp3 player with iPod connection 

Exterior Features

Optional Plus Pack Features

Features and Style

Adventure awaits...

For 2014, we have enhanced 
our Venus range with enviable 
specification.

The sleek modern exterior with 
large front window, extra large 
gas locker and LED awning light 
has now been complemented by a 
BPW Swing V-tec chassis for great  
towing stability.
 
The new ‘Nassau’ soft furnishings 
have been carefully selected to 
add a touch of comfort and style 
while the oak coloured wood 
provides a modern and airy feel. 
The comfortable lounge has 
aluminium framed seating and 
full size overhead locker storage, 
specifications often associated 
with more premium models.
 

The kitchen is well equipped 
with high quality impact resistant 
Crystal worktops, a Dometic fridge, 
Duplex oven/ grill, three burner gas 
hob and good storage. To keep 
you warm and cosy, the new Truma 
Combi 4KW Boiler combines 
blown air central heating with 
hot water delivery.
 
For comfortable year-round touring, 
Venus Caravans have a Grade 
Three Classification for Thermal 
Insulation and Heating.
 
An exciting highlight for 2014, is 
that we have cleverly revised our 
380/2 model’s front seating so that 
it now converts to two front singles 
that are 5’11” and 6’3” long. We 
have also added to this model a 
work-top extension to ensure that 
you don’t lose valuable work space.

fOR 2014 THE 
380/2 HAS 
AN IMPROVED 
LAyOUT, 
fEATURINg 
fRONT SINgLES 
AT 6’3” & 5’11”
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Range Plans and Specification Data

ULTRA 
LIgHTwEIgHT 
AND COMPACT 
DESIgN gIVES 
yOU A wIDER 
CHOICE Of 
TOw CAR

Venus 380/2 (Revised for 2014) Venus 490/4 Venus 500/4

Technical Data Venus 380/2 Venus 490/4 Venus 500/4

Number of berths 2 4 4

Number of axles 1 1 1

Interior Length (m / ft) 3.960 / 13’ 5.230 / 17’2” 5.230 / 17’2”

Shipping Length (m / ft) 5.775 / 18’11” 7.055 / 23’2” 7.048 / 23’1”

Overall Width (m / ft) 2.121 / 7’ 2.121 / 7’ 2.121 / 7’

Maximum Headroom (m / ft) 1.908 / 6’3” 1.908 / 6’3” 1.908 / 6’3”

Overall Height (m / ft) 2.60 / 8’6” 2.60 / 8’6” 2.60 / 8’6”

Tyre Size 185 R14C 185 R14C 185 R14C

Hitch Ball Height Fully Laden (m / ft) 0.44 / 1’5’’ 0.44 / 1’5’’ 0.44 / 1’5’’

Actual Awning Length (cm / ft) 850 / 27’11” 980 / 32’ 980 / 32’

Weights

MRO (Kg) 852 1008 1008

USER PAYLOAD (kg) 143 177 177

MTPLM (Kg) 995 1185 1185

Bed Sizes

Front Double 1.936 x 1.800m 
6’4” x 5’11”

1.936 x 1.400m
6’4” x 4’7”

1.936 x 1.400
6’4” x 4’7”

Front Single 1  1.800 x 0.660m 
5’11” x 2’2”

1.400 x 0.660m 
4’7” x 2’2”

1.400 x 0.660m 
4’7” x 2’2”

Front Single 2   1.915 x 0.660m 
6’3” x 2’2”

1.400 x 0.660m 
4’7” x 2’2”

1.400 x 0.660m 
4’7” x 2’2”

Rear Double 1.833 x 1.235m 
6’0’’ x 4’1’’

Rear Singles (x2) 1.830 x 0.670m 
6’0’’ x 2’2’’

Adventure awaits...
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Venus Caravans are supplied with:

•  A 6 year body shell integrity warranty

•  A 3 year manufacturers 
backed warranty (specific exclusions 
apply).

(Subject to an annual service and inspection 
and excluding items subject to normal wear 
and tear).

Each Venus model has been certified by 
the NATIONAL CARAVAN COUNCIL 
for compliance with stringent European 
Standards, British Standards AND the 
industry set Codes of Practice that 
specifically relate to health and safety issues.

The approvals process covers the testing and 
inspection of all critical areas of the product 
from fire safety, weights and dimensions 
through to gas, electrics and ventilation.

Every caravan carries the ʻNCC Approved 
Caravanʻ badge that gives you the peace of 
mind in the knowledge that your caravan is 
both fully legal and safe.

Caravan Payloads: The method of 
calculating the MRO and payload figures 
has been changed. Allowances for essential 
equipment previously accounted for in the 
user payload are now either within the MRO 
(e.g. gas cylinders) or the personal effects 
payload allowance (e.g. leisure battery).

Venus Caravans is a brand of Lunar 
Caravans Ltd.

This brochure does not constitute an offer 
by Lunar Caravans Ltd (Lunar). Lunar 
reserves the right to alter specifications 
and prices as market and supply 
conditions demand. The photographs 
illustrated in this brochure may feature 
optional ‘Plus Pack’ extras. Your Venus 
retailer will confirm all specification details.

Venus retailers sell our products of their 
own choice and not as agents of Lunar. 
Accordingly they have no authority to bind 
Lunar or to make any representation or 
undertaking on behalf of Lunar

Disclaimer: the contents of this brochure 
are as accurate as possible at the time of 
going to print. Venus Caravans reserve the 
right to alter materials and specifications 
without prior notice.

Belfield Furnishings Group 
Tel: 0115 907 1834 
Website: www.belfieldfurnishings.co.uk

For the supply of all fixed bed dressings 
featured – to purchase any of these dressings 
please contact Belfield directly. 
 
Design Fix 
Tel: 01772 687639 
Website: www.designfix.org.uk

For the staging and styling.

Warranty

Legal Special thanks


